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'Racist' Mural Splattered
By DENISE TESSIER
Of I he Lobo S1111T

Photo byDtnl~e T~!ller

Controveraial Mural Defaced Again

The controversial fourth panel of
the Zimmerman Library mural
depicting New Mexico's three cui~
tures was defaced during open
hours Saturday with what appears
to be green enamel paint,
Three years ago the same panel
was defaced in a similar manner
with black paint.
Police said. the paints which
splattered down the center of the
panel had been "thrown from a
paper cup.'' The cup was recovered
by police. but there were no sus~
pects at the time of this writing.
The defaced panel portrays
members of New' Mexico's three
cultures-An~lo, S panish~American
and Indian-Joining hands before u
landscape ·scene. In the center
stands the Anglo looking straight
ahead with the Span ish~Arnerican
and Indian at either side. each in
profile. The figures .· profile do
'

.,.,
'17

not have eyes.
would be tampering with a ~-~k of ;~.:>
However. all profile figures in art.
-:~
\'
the murnl painted by the lute Ken~
Police said the defacing wit(_ie~
~
neth Adams arc depicted without ported by a library cmp~ e,
c;i.>
eyes. In two other pnnell; the fig~ Kietha Shuipc at about 4:25
.
~
u res facing forward arc show11 with after it was discovered by circl
slits for eyes. One figure is an tion desk attendant Margaret Vi
lndinn woman who appears to be The panel was defaced someti ~
taking a siesta and the other figure between 3 and 4 p.m. Saturday,
is a baby. The Anglo in the fourth police said,
panel is shown with open eyes.
Sunday, library. Administrative
Painted between 1938-39. the
Service
Chief David lnce said ''no
Zimmerman mural has been the
plans
have
been made one way or
subject of controversy in letters to
the
other"
whether
to renovate the
the Lobo editors in November of
mural
a
second
time.
1970, when the painting was first
When the panel was defaced in
defa. ced as we. II us during the fall
1970,
an expert from .El Paso was
semester of last year. The mural
has been criticized as being racist brought in to restore the painting, a
and suggestions ha\'e been made to process which took several weeks
change the mural. su~h as a consis~ and cost about $3000.
tent use of eyes throughout the
Kenneth Adnms was an artist in
figures in the mural.
residence at the univcr11ity when he
H owcver. some letters have been painted the mural, A member of
received in favor of the mural as the Taos Society of Artists, he died
well. saying that any changes made in 1963,
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AEC: Hazardous To Your Health
By GEORGE JOHNSON

or the Lobo Starr
"I'm jousting with windmills because the windmills
are fucking over the people." Charles Hyder said as if
he were tal~ing about Australian wind generators and
not nuclea~ furnaces burning on earth like lead~andrconcrcte~cnclosed stars. •
·
That was the first time J talked to him, a year ago,
before Time magazine had heard of the energy crisis;
before the environmentalists lost the industrial·
ecological detente over the Alaska pipeline, and Yang
flowed into Yin like North Slope oil, taking the entire
circle which Hyder would say is earth. Time ran
ec~crisis articles until petroleum levels dropped, and
now environmentalists arc just people who want to
. take our cars away or freeze us in our houses at 68
degrees.
Hyder is a NASA physicist, UNM instructor and
environmentalist for Southwest Research and lnfor~
mation Center. Now it appears that the. "energy
crisis" (he said "put it in quotes") makes him a

discredited environmentalist, losing ·his battle to keep
nuclear power off the planet.
..
"I don't think the industries and Povernment got
together and specifically planned to dascredit environ·
• mentalists with an energy crisis," Hyder told me when
1 talked to him again. "They just said 'look at all the
neat 'things we can do with one! "
·
Pushing nuclear power is one of the government's
neat things: the oil companies' motives include
increasing profits, relaxing sulfur dioxide standards,
and tighting anti~ trust suits and environmentalists.
Things were already moving in that direction a year
ago when Hyder was talking about invisible genetic
damage and AEC murderers who'll never be caught
because no one knows the names of their victims.
AEC is the Atomic Energy Commission. It used to
be called the Manhattan Project when it developed
the tirst nuclear bomb in the Jemez mountains in
New Mexico and exploded it in the desert waste south
of here, between Alamagordo and Carrizozo. Then
the United States armed forces dropped one like it

from an Air Force plane, the Enola Gay, and it
vaporized Hiroshima. Japan.
Radiation is high~encrgy particles and waves, electrons and alpha bullets, but most importantly, il is
gamma rays with wavelengths so small they can shoot
between the spaces in atoms in biological cells.
Biological cells are electricaJ-chemic;~t sy:ilems critically balanced so that a high~energy radiation stream
can knock them apart, upset the equilibrium and
electrical array so that they mutate, or die, or divide·
and grow in the wild tire births scientists call cancer,
Mutated cells that divide and grow build tissues
that become genetic defects.
Hyder said the radiation spillage from normallyoperating reactors is enough to kill people 1tnd cause
the genetic damage. He said that a year ago. He said it
again when I talked to him recently.
"My head is made of steel." he told me.
• This is an interview I did a year ago. Then I'll get
on to what he said last week. Sometimes a year makes
·
•
(See Nuclear Power on pg. 6)

Concert
Showed
Talent,
Feeling

(Photo by Bob Kaitdrotas)

Hardin Sits OUt
s·ee Story On .Rag~ .2.. :

..

Previoua concerti in
Popejoy Hall have been
heavy on the theatrical
aide with the flaah of
Bette Midler and the
Pointer Siatera. But Friday ·night' 1
Jackaon
Browne, Linda Ronatadt
concert waa aomething
different than the othera.
· Feeling waa predom-.
inant.
See Charlea Andrewa'
review on page 5.
Pholo by Mel Burnnglon

Jackson Browne

·'

Lobos· Lose H'ardirj, Hagins;Battle;
Bench Beats CSU 54-49 Anyway
UNM'.~ hnsketh•tll team routed
Wyoming, 91-68. Friday night at
the Arena which shouldn't surprise
anymJC. then stopped Colorado
State. 54-49 Saturday. which isn't
any more surprising until you look
at the box score (page 7).
Two Lobo starters-Bill Hagins
and Bernard Hardin-who do most
ol' the scoring and a lot of the
rebounding aren't in it, Neither is
reserve forward Bruce Bailie. They
have been suspended.
Just before gametimc Saturday
night. Coach Norm Ellenberger announced that Hardin, Hagins arid
Bailie would not suit up for "train·
ing rule" violations. The coach
ch(Jsc not to be more spccific·about
the indclinite suspension, but the
statement given by sports in forma-

FREE!*
The first chapter of a
national bestseller
This

year's
most
important
paper-

back

novel

BALLANTINE BOOKS,

tion dircctor Eddie Groth said it
was f()r breaking curfew.
"Right now I can't say how long
the suspension will be," Ellen·
berger suid after the CSU game.
"It's indefinite u.1til we get things
irone(! out.
"There's a possibility they won't
be going to Florida with us Wed·
nesday,"
UNM goes to Florida to play
Florida State Friday and Stetson
on Saturday in a break from con.
ferencc action.
Hardin was leading the team

with a 16.6 scoring average and wao
third in rebounds behind Hagins
and Mark Saiers. Hagins. UNM's
center. was second in scoring with a
13.6 average while Battle was aver·
aging 5.6 coming off the bench.
"I'm not that strict on rules, but
the few that we have. we like
enforced," Fllenbcrger said, I l's
unfortunntc this thing had to hap·
pen. I could hardly stand doing it."
The coucl1 added he was pleased
with the "composure" and "pat·
iencc" of the Lobos who did play
and who did defeat the Rams.

The UNM football team played
to 57 per cent capacity while
running up a 3·8 record in 1972,
Of WAC schools, only UTE!? (2·8)
played to less-29.6%..
.'·
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Are your food costs
out of sight?

Have gasoline costs for
commuting gotten you down?
Do you want lots of food
(no limit), maid service
and plenty of parking?
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Of the Lobo Staff

Monday afternoon President
Heady has his first rap session of
the semester. Heady said he
thought these sessions have given
students an opportunity to talk
about a variety of subjects.
"I've enjo.Yed it most of the
time," he said. "I think my presence verifies to students I am a vail·
able. One incidental aspect is that
it's hard for anyone to complain I
don't have an open-door policy."
The sessions started from a
suggestion
by
Eric
Nelson,
ASUNM President, in spring '70
that the President try a rap session
approach, he said.
"One feeling shared by activist
students was that as president I
should have more accessibility to
students," he said. "I emphasized 1
had an open door policy but I was
told not enough students took the
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WASHINGTON (UP I)· Despite contrarv predictions by Sam Dash. chief ct>unsel for the Watergate
committee, Senate sources said Sunday thev seriouslv
doubt the committee "'ill ever resume 'its public
hearings.
The committee's indefinite pos1ponement of two
weeks uf hearings that were to have starteu Tuesdav
was explained ny Sen. Sam J. Ervin. 0-N.C .. the
chairman, as neceS!.MY to avoid prejudicing the trial
()[ former Allornev General John N. Mitchell and
former Commerce Secretary Maurice H. Stuns in
New York City on charges of obstruction of justice
and lying to a grand jurv.
The trial was expecied to begin on Feb. 19. onlv
nine days helore the Senate commillee's legal deaJ.
fine for finishing its W(>rk. Altlwugh the C(>mminee
could ask the Senate for more time-and might have
to anxway to write its final report-there was growing
speculation that the days of its celebrated public
hearings were over.
1
DasR, the Georgetown University law professor
who is directing the Watergate investigation for
commillee Democrats, said Saturday aflcr Ervin's
surprise announcement that "the hearings will be held
as soon as the matter with the Mitchell-S tans trial is
settled," and that his staff meantime would continue
to gather evidence,
This week's hearings were to have focused on

I

i .

make an appoint-

ment."
Heady said it was hard to des·
cribe any one rap session. Sometimes he spent most of the time
reading or sometimes grabbed
someone to talk to. Bigger crowds
were attracted by the novelty to sec
what the rap sessions were like or
were orgamzed presentations, he
said.
"I get the impression that if a rap
starts with a nucleus, then it's more
likely people will see it and add
on," he said. "I get the impression
that who comes and why ranges
from preplanned groups to classes,
especially journalism classes, as a
sort of field experience."
He added there were sometimes
people who would talk with him on
a one-to-one basis but not if several
people were there.
Heady said there were various
kinds of follow-up resulting from

STUDENT INITIATED COURSES
in the
UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM
We would like to have proposals from undergraduate
students for one credit hour undergraduate seminars
for Semester I, 1974-75. We are sorry to ask for these
so early; it is necessary so that we can have our
brochure ready before pre-registration.
· Proposals should be made on a form which is
available, together with information on the program
and . some guidelines for proposals, at the Honors
Center (S.W. comer of Zimmerman Library building
-entrance opposite Ortega Hall).
DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 15, 1974

his rap sessions.
"If a problem is called to my
attention, I've gotten the infor·
mation back to the students," he
said. "I've advised students whom
to see about something or the student has checked back."
He said on occasion students
have returned at the following session to continue the discussion. He
added quite often the Lobo has
had a reporter or photographer
there to report on the session.
Heady said issues or problems
where he hadn't been aware of
students' feelings had been fol·
lowed up in staff.!Jleetings.
He cited one instance in which
he had been asked why deferred
tuition had been eliminated. He
said he had looked into the change
of policy to discover there were two
reasons. One was that short-term
loans were available, The other was
the university had had discour·
aging experience getting payments.
"One thing I've tried to avoid is
bypassing the handling of a problem through regular channels," he
said. "If channels are available,
then I refer students to them."
"If that's not the best way to get
information, then it's one way." he
continued, "A student is more apt
to do that than go to some office."
Heady said he couldn't think of
an instance in which a student
complained of no follow-up.
He said there had been an absence of physical confrontations at
the sessions, although "on other
occasions. yes." He said there was
something in the rap session set-up
that deterred. hostility which was
more likely to occur in his office.
"There have been students pressing their point of view forcibly in
so~e .Pretty heated exchanges," he
sa1d.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Former Gov. Albert P. Brewer of
Alabama got at least $100.000
from the White House to help
his I 970 Democratic primary
campaign against George C.
Wallace, according to a court
deposition released Thursday.
Lawrence M. Higby, an aide
to former White House chief of

Both Danner and Maheu have insisted that the two
$50,000 p<tyments were intended as campaign contributions. and had nothing to do with Mitchell's
antitrust decision. Danner s;1id there wns never nny
discussion of a ptllitical contribution .. "not any int1·
mat ion thnt this was a quid
guo" -during his three
convcrsntions with Mitchel about the nntitrust issue
in the sll!nmcr of 1970.
Dash said the Senate committee could have properlv !Wne ahead with the hearings belore the Mitchell·
Stans trial. but that Ervin ngrccd to postpone them
bccuuse or "a keen sense of fnirness for the administration of justice,"
Rul'ti!o ·Edmisten. another committee lawyer,
received a telephone call Friday afternoon from the
U.S. Att(lfnev's orficc in New York about sensitive
aspects of the· Mitchell-S tans case.
Edmisten said he would not rule out the possibility
of renewed hearings once the New York trial jury IS
sequestered and presumably beyond the reach of any
adverse Senate committee testimony about Mitchell.
But more thnn one Senate source close to the Ervin
panel's investigation said the chances of further
public hearings were excecdin);lly slim. The sources
agreed there was· as. one put tl,.. "u general sigh of
relier· on the committee tl\at the next two weeks of
hearings were postponed indefinitely.

rro

More Political Donations
staff H. R. Haldeman. said in u
deposition that Haldeman personally aprroved pavments to
Brewer during the 1970 gubernatorial campaign. He made the
sllltement in a deposition taken
Dec. II, 1973. as pnrt of the
Democratic National ('om·
mittec's $6.4 million civil suit
against theN ixon re-election cl:
fort.

Warren Widener, the first black
mayor of Berkeley, California, will
speak at UNM Wednesday, Jan.
30, at8 p.m. in the SUB.
Mayor Widener's talk, entitled
"Working for Change Within the
System," is part of the current
lecture series sponsored by the
ASUNM Speakers Committee,
The mayor is known as "an
audacious liberal who sometimes
votes radical," and who advocates
responsive city government. In
Berkeley. he ran on a platform of
family-oriented demands including
communit.ll., control of the police
and u change in the city-manager
form of government.
Newsweek and The New York
Times Magazine have recognized
Widener as a new leader with
national promise.
Tickets to the Wednesday night
event may be purchased at the door
for $1.50. UN M students with current 1D cards will be admitted
without charge.

!

initiative to

billionaire Howard R. Hughes' donation of S 100.000
in 1969 and 1970 to President Nixon's friend. C. G.
"Debe" Rch(lZO. Among the scheduled witnesses were
Rcbozo. former Hughes aide Robert A. M ahe11 (llld
Richard G. Dunner. who actually delivered the Hug·
hes monev to Rebow.
Danner. who Mill works fm Hughes. has testified in
a ·"'·orn deposition that Mitchell oropped threatened
Justice Department antitrust action againM Hughe,·
attempt to huv the Dunes Hotel in Cas Vegas 011e
month after Danner delivered a second $50.000 in
cush to Rebozo in San Clemente. Calif.. in July, 1970..

Berkeley Mayor To·
Lecture Wednesday

I

Heady Likes Raps
By RICH ROBERTS

g

~
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by a mutual friend, They had
agreed that it would be kept confi·
dential, he said.
Agnew g•we Fox an outline of
the proposed 'novel, one chapter
and some character sketches of the
people he hoped to include in the
book, Berns! em said.
Fox then took the material back
to his companY., re;1d it and showed
it to James Silberman, vice president and editors-in-chief, accord·
i ng to the statement.
"The novel was then rejected
because Random House editors believed it wus not suitable for the
Rahdom House list," it added.
Bernstein said his company was
"distressed that the information
had leaked" to the news media, but
was "assured that the source was
not at Random House or through
Random House."
"We have no contract with Mr.
Agnew nor do we have any inten·
lion of signing one with him," he
added,

WASHINGTON (UP I)-Robert
L. Bernstein, president of Random
House, said Thursday his publish·
ing firm has rejected a novel which
former Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew proposed to write.
In a statement issued from New
York, Bernstein described as "ab·
s'olutely and totally untrue" reports
that Random House would publish
the book, But he said the firm had
considered it.
The Washington Post reported
that the proposed novel deals with
u future vice president of the
United States who becomes em·
broiled in intrigue with the Chinese
Communists and is targeted for
disaster.
Bernstein said Joseph Fox, a senior editor for Random House, met
with Agnew at a session arranged

i::
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Spiro's Novel Nixed
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Proposals Made
For Student Vote

Watergate Hearing Delay May a·e Final

gj"
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MEETINGS
Wagon Wheels Square Dance
Club will start beginners lessons
Jan. 3 I •in room 176 of Johnson
Gym. Everyone is welcome. No
partners or experience required.
Campus Gold will have its first
meeting Tuesday, Jan. 29 at 7:30
p.m. in the SUB. For further information. call Mary Gillian at 255·

9162.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
State residents needing financial
assistance for summer school
should pick up applications for a
New Mexico Student Loan in Stu·
dent Aids. Mesa Vista, room I 157.
Final deadline for a summer school
loan will be Feb. 15. 1974.
Graduating seniors may pick up
thier Mirage yearbook at the
Alumni Office. They are offered on
a first-come. 11rst-served basis.
Introduction sessions to Term·
inal System (Call-OS) are being
offered on Monday at. 7 p.m. and
Tuesday at 3 p.m. at Compu~i~f

Center 144. 'Everyone is welcome,
but as space is limited to 30. it will
be first-come. first-served basis.

n.++ {eS new album

on

records and

The great re<ordings of
Linda RontJlmlt, i11cluding
8elections from her days
with the Stone Ponefl.•·
•Different Drum
•Long Long Time
•Rock/fie On The Water
•Up To My Neck In /ligiL
Muddy Water
Be Your Baby Tonlgl!t
•Sio•••ll

0

Capitol.,

Veterans interested in playing on
the Veterans Club's intramural
basketball teams may sign up in·
the Student Veterans office, 2009
Mesa Vista north, before Feb. 5.
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THE ALBUM ALOT OF PEOPLE HAVE BEEN ASKING FOR IS AVAILABLE AGAIN!
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JESSE COLIN YOUNG
Soul Of A City Boy has
been out of print for six
years and in that time
has become a collector's
item. It is not an old
record, it is Jesse's first
record and still one of
his best.
-Stuart Kotchins
fnverness, California
December, 1973
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Isabel Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.
'WOULD YOU MIND TURNING THIS THING OFF-YOU'VE ALREADY USED UP YOUR LIMIT!'

Stupidity At Work
Why must people resort to vandalism in an attempt to
bring attention to something they think is wrong or offensive?
Over the weekend, one panel of the mural in Zimmerman
Library was defaced with green paint by someone who
apparently did not agree with the artist's portrayal of an
Anglo, a Chicano and an Indian. The Anglo has eyes while
the Chicano and the Indian do not.
But none of the other profiles in the four-art mural have
eyes. Only a frontal view of those portrayed have eyes.
This is the second time in three years that the same type
of vandalism has occurred-to the same panel of the mural
painted by the late Kenneth Adams over 30 years ago.
Granted, some think the murals are not a fair portrayal of
New Mexico's three cultures as was intended.
But there are better ways to bring attention to the fact that
the mural is not accurate than to simply try and cover it up
with green paint. What was done in Zimmerman during the
weekend was pure stupidity at work.

Nipped In The Bud
Amazing. That's the only word that can describe what
happened to the "open meetings" bill in the state legislature, or more correctly, what happened to the bill before it
got to the lawmakers.
The original bill-introduced by Representatives Jamie
Koch, D-Santa Fe and Don King, D-Santa Fe Sandoval-would have made substantial gains m the battle to
close loopholes in the state's public meeting procedures,
. But some "unknown" draftsman in Gov. King's office got
to the bill first and cut out almost every meaty part of the bill.
As it stands now, the measure has no real impact on those it
is supposed to control.
Who's trying to kid whom? All of the accusations and
buck-passing as to who did the deed doesn't hide the fact
that our elected lawmakers do not want the public to know
exactly what they are doing.
Politics is no longer a "dirty" business. It's repulsive.

·Appalfed And Afraid
The Lobo hopes that District Attorney James Brandenburg
was paying attention when Albuquerque Police Chief Bob
Stover was quoted on the front page of the Albuquerque
Journal as saying that the three policemen he fired for
kicking and beating two "suspects" not only violated police
department regulations but committed "three or four criminal offenses."
We also hope that every Albuquerque citizen will remember what ex-officer John Johnson ·said about the incident. He
admitted that he and two other off-duty, officers after·
drinking at a party had gone to a rnotel room where they tied
a bedsheet around a man's neck and threatened to hang
him. The action was supposPdly part of a burglary investigation. Following this admission Johnson reportedly said, "It
was not improper. We have been doing the same thing for a
long time."
After Hearing Johnson, city residents can ho longer be
shocked by the actions of their police force, only appalled,
and maybe a li!tle afraid. .
.. ,
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The Crisis Of Real Leadership
The crisis in Albuquerque city government
started long before the weak and divided city
commission fired Herb Smith. The roots of the
crisis are tightly entwined with the antiquated
form of government under which the city has
been run since 1 91 7. A change is needed and
has been proposed-the vote for this change will
be on February 26th. Actually, the plan for a
mayor/council form of government was approved by the Albuquerque voters in the Oct. 2,
1 g73 approval of the consolidation charter,
A change is definitely needed and it will
inevitably happen-no "mystic" powers are
necessary to evaluate the outcome of a vote
already cast. The Smith situation only prompted
the current movement for such a change.
With regard to proposed changes in the city
charter, Dr. Jonas' article states that "it is the
tactic of the city politicians to direct an attack
against the city charter." The real point is that
the current crisis the city is experiencing is a
result of the lack of responsible, accountable,
and visible political leadership, which has been
fostered by the current form of city government.
The proposed mayor I council form would be
more responsive to the citizens. Under this
proposal the people will have nine districted
councilors representing them, whereas now we
have only five at-large commissioners who do
not truly represent the people. The proposal also
provides for a full time elected mayor who is
responsible for the executive functions of the
government.
The Smith crisis can be attributed as much to
the commission/manager form of government
as to personalities, vested interests or whatever,
The basic problem in the crisis was and is the
question of who should make and carry out
policy-especially policy regarding environmental issues such as the comprehensive plan and
various other long-term projects. These and
other problems of city government result from its
form.
.
No one knows who is supposed to make and
carry out policy; consequently, no one does. It
seems that any attempt at policy action by the
emasculsted executive (city manager under this
form) results in dismissal by the commission who
incidentally wield both legislative and executive
powers.
"A full submission to the actions of the
commission which is supposed to govern Albuquerque is expected." This statement by Dr.
Jonas regarding the "no politics" stance of the
interim city manager typifies the whole problem.
The city manager cannot afford to be political
and make policy under the present system even
if the commission is not doing so. Indeed the
com mission is supposed to govern, but the
question remains, "Who does?" Nobody.
With a districted council and an elected
mayor Albuquerque would have a more visible
representation and perhaps more expertise in its
. governmeryt, H.oP!3fl!I]Y. •. ~grne poli)icat .leader-

Seeing Is Reolly Believing
By CHARLES ANDREWS

I've been converted.
Until Friday evening I had re·
mained unmoved by the deluge of
raves in the national mu!ic publica:>,
tions over Jackson Browne. (Rol==
p"' ling Stone named his recent "For
Everyman" album as one of the
8
·;; eight best of 1973.) I admired his
with words. but as some" ability
thing to listen to and enjoy neither
~ of his albums did much for me. His
z voice is quite ordinary, without
much range, and sometimes a little
Oat, and with only a few exceptions
];;" his music disappears from the head
as fast as Chinese food from the
stomach.
But seeing him in concert is a
different story, Those linely etched
word portraits become splashed
with color as he talks about each
song and delivers them with much
more feeling than comes through
on vinyl. Maybe it's a matter of
becoming accustomed to Jackson
Browne. because since his Popejoy
Hall concert I enjoy his albums
much more.
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As the lights came on for his set
Browne and band launched
immediately into "Take It Easy" (a
hit single-but for the Eagles, not
him). Nearly every other number
was preceded by his low-key but
always interesting raps. most of
them related to the song to come,
most of them gently humorous.
"AdamH
The most moving was the
glimpse into "Song for Adam,"
which he said he wrote about a
friend who died some seven years
ago-"about him. but for me." He
told us the father of the dead friend
showed up backstage one night,
with an armful of photographs of
his son. "This is another photograph of him . , ." said Browne,
just before he began the song. The
band dropped out for that number,
with only David Lindley's dirgelike violin accompanying Browne's
acoustic guitar. It was a beautifu I
portrait.
"This song's about balling," ,he
said, leading up to "The Times
You've Come," "Did that ever get

popular out here in New Mexico?
Actually. this is about afterwards ... " Then he turned toward the band and said, unheard
by most of the audience. ''They
don't know about 'afterwards'
here-they just keep going."
Browne's band
was wellmatched to his performance, staying out of the way of the line lyrics
delivered by the rather weak voice.
But they had a surprise for us in the
last three songs. which got progressively louder and tougher
musically. "Rock Me on the
Water" (a ~tit for Linda Ronstadl),
then a tune whose title I can't
place, and ending the set with
"Doctor My Eyes," a rocking number from Browne's lirst album
which was nothing short of sen·
sational. This laid-back band

Photos by Mel Buffington

ship would also emerge from the system. Under
the commission/manager system the possibility
of such leadership emerging is minimal at best.
Leadership is one role which has to be taken.
The warning regarding the re-emergence of a
patronage system, bossism, and machine politics if the mayor I council system is implemented
should be quelled by the stringent Code of
Ethics and the Election Code which are being
proposed along with the mayor/council proposal. The Board of Ethics is comprised of seven
private citizens to serve as sentries on government officials. They will have the power to fine,
dismiss or suspend officials who do not uphold
the codes.
It seems Dr. Jonas' warning that the mayor/ council system would illicit corruption is ralher
paradoxical considering the frolics the commission /manager system has had in the past.
Perhaps objecting to this change is some
mutated form of tacit consent, or simply a case
of not seeing the forest for the trees.
"To solve actual problems is difficult; to
create new organizational charts is easy." Judging from this statement it is easy to see that Dr.
Jonas did not involve himself in this charter
revision. It was a tedious and complex procedure. And, again the p,oint is that this change
does offer solutions to the real problems of city
government which are in essence, structural.
The environmental concern over the comprehensive plan is well taken and shared, but
the point made with regard to the commission's
lack of responsibility in making any final decision concerning the matter is premature.
In Dr. Jonas' second article, it was suggested
that several alternative plans be studied and
considered carefully. This seems to be a contradiction of the first article which reprimands the
commission and administration for failing to act
or decide on a plan. Indeed, long term projects
such as a.comprehensive plan should be studied
and discussed in depth, lest we put the prover·
bial cart before the horse.
It is better to wait and implement a truly
environmentally, economically and socially com·
prehensive plan than to go off half-cocked and
create irreparable damage by adopting an impotent plan at this time, which is exactly what the
current commission is capable of doing.
The basic problem remains that Albuquerque
needs a change in its form of government. The
people need representation, and the city needs a
form of government which facilitates rather than
impedes decision-making and leadership: City
government needs a separation of legislative
and executive authority and a system of checks
and balances to insure that powers are not
misused.
To object to such change on the grounds that
no decisions will be made during a short transition period is like fiddling away while not only
your neighbor burns, but rather the whole
community ..
Daniel Weaks

roared out with an arrangement
that would make Edgar Winter
take notice. led by some bla1.ing.
amazing lap steel guitar work by
Lindley that was enough by itself
to bring me to my feet applauding
and cheering.
Rocked Out
The fast pace carried into the
encore number. "Red Neck
Friend." as Browne picked up an
electric guitar for the first time that
night, let his lyrics t!tkc a back scat,
and led the band in a rousing
version that capped a well-planned,
superbly satisfying evening of
vocal, fyrical. and finally musical
excellence,
Linda Ronstadt's hour preceding
Browne's 90 minutes added conSidernhtv to the overall

of the concert. Although Browne
was considered the headliner, most
of the advertising hyped Ronstadt
because she's well-liked and betterknown here, and I don't think I was
the only one in the appreciative
sellout crowd who cnme to see and
hear her more than Browne,
She got the giggles again (like
the last time she was in town), and
I breathed a sigh of relief when she
nnnounced-"l'm
just
gonna
sing-how's that?" That's certainly
what she does best-what an incredible set of pipes that woman
has! She'll be singing along, as
anyone else might, when suddenly,
without an extra breath or seemingly any extra effort at all, she's
(Please turn to page
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More on Nuclear Povver ...
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reactors emit radiation,"

H vdcr said, There is leakage through I he cooling
svstems and shield.l so that n normal reactor might
emit 1.000 to 10.000 curies per yenr of radioactivity···
and that. he said. is relatively insignificant in terms of
biological damage,

"Bulin an excursion, a reactor can emit as much as
100.000 curies in several weeks." he said, One reactor
cmilled 700,000 curies in a couple of months.
Excursions. abnormal reactor behavior--occur in all
reactors. Nuclear 11ssion is still an experiment, so the
AEC allows for accidents in operation·~thcy expect
them.
"But there arc few really spectacular accidents,"
H ydcr said. "just increases in radioactive spillage."
Hyder has graphs compiled by physicist Ernest
Sternglass that strongly suggest that normal radioactive spillage kills people,
Infant mortality rates in the U,S, went down yearly
until 1945 when the Trinity A-bomb was exploded in
southern New Mexico. According to Sternglass' statistics, infant mortality rates have leveled off. In some
areas near leaky nuclear reactors, they are moving up.
Sternglass plotted the curves and showed them to
the AEC, but they denied lhat there was a correlation,
But on the basis of his data he and others persuaded
the mayor of Pittsburgh to stop construction of a large
nuclear reactor that was plan ned for the area.
"We might be technologically advanced, but in
killing unborn and newborn people we rank in the
top 15," Hyder said,
U.N. studies show that the United Stales is in the
top five per cent of all nations in medical services and
nutrition, but our infant mortality rate for males is
higher than 24 of the 40 U.N. countries tabulated.
Sternglass and Hyder link the inconsistency to
reactor excursions and testing nuclear bombs.
"We have thirty reactors in the United States
spilling radioactivity, and 20 years of nuclear tests
have swept radioactivity-decaying matter from Nevada, Bikini, Russia, and China into the jetstream and
onto the U.S. every time it rains.
"The jctstream moves west to east, and we Jive east
of almost all of the test areas. Of the 200 'safe'
underground tests, 6S have vented radioactive
muterial into the atmosphere. Twenty were just as if
we'd shot them into the air.
"But people don't worry about that because they
don't sec bodies lying in the streets. The latency
period for leukemia is live years-for most cancers it
1s 25 years. So you may get" big dose today and keel
over 2S years later from radiation-induced cancer."
Tke AEC bases its safety factors on the assumption
that there is a radiation level below which no damage
occurs.
"That's just the damage you can see," Hyder said.
Any amount of radiation exposure causes damage,
however minute. The damage 1s cumulative: it doesn't
go away.
A radiation dosage too small to cause cancer can
still lower tolerance to other diseases, but people who
contract them won't show up in the statistics as
victims of radioactivity. Every dosage increases your
radiation damage burden, Hyder said, and doses
come from medical x-rays, radium watchdials, and
cosmic rays.
In addition to these everyday exposures, the earth
has a natural background radiation level which causes
cancer and genetic defects that wouldn't otherwise
occur. Hyder believes that the increase in reactors will
~cause a rise in cancer deaths.
"That's from properly-operating reactors," he said.
"We haven't exploded one yet."
If a reactor exploded, it would shoot hundreds to
thousands of times the radioactive material released
in a Hiroshima-type bomb into the atmosphere.
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"t r one went ••wry. it would be a national disaster,"
Hyder said. "Several explosions would kill everyone
in the world," The radioactivity released would cover
the planet in one. and a half weeks, riding the I 00
m.p.h. JClstream w1nds.
"About 11 year ago the AEC estimated (lne reactor
disaster as often as every 1.000 years of reactor
operation. We have thirty reactors now. so we can
predict an explosion every 30 years. By 1980 we're
supposed w have over 100 reactors. so an accident
could OCCLir evcrr ten years. By the year 2000 we
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Should the reactors he shut down?
"That would cause an energy crisis," Hyder said, "a
full-scale crisis, not just a shortage like our present
one in petroleum.
"Renctors now supply about four per cent of our
electrical energy, mostly in the northeast. Shuuing
them down would turn the cast coast electrical
consumption into an excessive drain, We would see
brown-outs and black-outs there,"
Nuclear power is expected to supply 15 lo 2S per
cent oft he United States' electrical power by 198S.
According to AEC statistics, nuclear accidents
could be coming every decade then, but closing down
100 reactors would result in a 75 por cent drop of our
gross national product. We would cease to be a major
world power.
"Politicians are in the game for power. They are
involved in international power plays that are essentially energized by electricity, They won't turn off the
switch."
Hyder proposed that "the AEC change its name
and dedication to the American Energy Commission
and take on a balanced research and develor,ment
program of all viable, long-term energy sources. '
He suggests a halt to nuclear power plant construction and using fossil fuels while we research alternatives.
"If fossil-fuel plants are re-designed, coal is a
relatively safe energy supply for at least a century.
With rossil fuels as a temporary source, we can get the
AEC off its nuclear kick. We don't need to make a
decision on nuclear power until we know what we're
getting into."
Hyder said that solar power could be developed,
"It's a physical reality now. With time to work on it,
it can be an engineering reality as well,

,... ,
l
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Some scientists suggest that normal
radioactive spillage kills people. In areas near
leaky nuclear reactors, the infant mortality
rate is going up. The AEC doesn't make the
connection.
"The AEC gets to them first," he said, "They come
in and tell them that nuclear power is clean and safe.
By the time environmentalists contact them, the
contracts are signed ·and there's nothing we can do.
"Nuclear energy is being railroaded all over the
country, and I don't know how to stop it. The
government is pushing nuclear power because of the
so-called energy crisis, But that has nothing to do with
it. All we have is a contrived petroleum shortage.
Relatively little electricity is petroleum-produced, so
there is no shortage of electricity.
"I'm thinking now that the only solution is advocacy groups that can learn to anticipate things like the
AEC contract with the Public Service Company."
Once an economic system is put into effect, he said,
it's almost impossible to stop it.
"We need a system of ethics and morals based on
biology as well as money. We need a bio-ethical
system of capitalism before our technology becomes
too inept."

i!

A year ago Hyder told NASA he was spending all
his company time on environmental work and that he
wasn't a solar physicist anymore. He did solar physics
until 1968 when he read Paul Erlich's "Population
Bomb.:' He was a Goldwater Republican. In 1970 he
gave testimony before a Senate committee at the four
Corners power plant hearings. NASA decided to keep
him on as an environmentalist.
"I'm very worried," Hyder told me last year.
"When I started this thing I was thinking in terms of
2S years. Now I'm thinking in terms of five or ten.

The increase in the numbers of reactors will
result in an increase of deaths due to cancer.
Statistics won't show it-one thousand deaths
show up as an increase of one tenth of a per
cent.
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"The AEC is killing people and thousands ot them
every year. But we can't name them, so the AEC gets
away with it."
They die from radiation-induced cancer or from
general bad health, again radiation induced. Hyder
said.

•

"Sometimes I think if I could kill one man and be
absolutely sure his death would stop all this, I'd do it.
But that's absurd. There are too mnny of them. and I
have' to survive.
.... You can't say what you'd really. do."
~
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As it turned out the rebounding
was about even at the Lobo guards,
Wendell
Taylor
in
particular. went to the boards
more. UNM's 27 per cent 11eld goal
average in the 11rst half was largely
a result of the CSU delense which
clogged up the middle. The Lobos
had all the outside shots they wanted, but couldn't hit, and trailed
27-25 at intermission.
UNM forced the Rams out of
their defense in the second half
with a stall that lasted over six
minutes. The first CSU points of
final twenty minutes came at 9:04
and UNM built up a 12 point lead
with 4:08 left, The Lobos shot a
fantastic 72 percent after intermission. taking only I8 shots.
"CSU..UNM" Box
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5
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2
9
8
8
9
G
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4
2
4.
2
2
1
2
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0

Totals
Z3-55
8-12 37
54
l'"ield Goal Pcrccntngesi CSU 43.3 first
bniC, 42.5 game: UNM 27.0 first halt, 0.8
St"nme.

Turnovers: CSU 14, UNM 1-4.

UTEP
ASU
csu
UNM
Ariz.
Utah

llYU
Wyo.

WAC

Overall

6·2
4-2
3-2
4·3
3·3
2·3
2-3
0-5

12-»
9-7
14-3
12·5
12-6

14~3

7-10
4-13

Lnst Wct>k's Gnme!sJnn. 24; Utah. 121, Arizona, lOG: DYU,
~!). ASU, 71. Jnn. 25: Arizona, 93, HYU.
91: UNM, 01, Wyo., 68: U1'J~P. 53, CSU,
62. Jon. 2G: UNM, 64, CSU, 49; ASU, 82,
Utah, 74; UTEP, 68, Wyo., 38.

Pups Lose
The UNM Junior Varsity Basketball team was soundly defeated
Friday night by Trini<fad Junior
College 97-75 at University Arena.
Dan Davis again led all Wolfpup
scorers with 22 and also brought
down len rebounds. Mike Koller
was next in scoring with 17 points
and led the team in rebounds with

Trinidad 97: Vecchio 12 1-5 2S,
Schell 9 6-7 24, Harrison 10 0-0 20.
Anderson 3 2-2 8. McFarland 2 2-2
6. Howell 2 0-0 4. Bones 0 3-4 3, S.
Anderson I 1-2 3, Brundige I 0-0 2.
DeBond I 0-0 2.
UNM 75: Davis 7 8-8 22, Koller
6 5-7 17. Flores 5 2-3 12, Lopez 4
2-3 10. Hudson 3 2-4 8. Kelling 2
2-2 6, Martinez 0 0-0 0.

OPTICIANS

9:00-6:00
9:00-4:00

265-3667

At last...
condoms for men
who hate condoms
'" rears condoms tla~e bun a nt'ceuary evJI-euentlal
bul no very nice to use. So we al Adam & Eve sorted oul
pfeaunl,
and we developed new Jade.
Otl£: Mo~t condoms are too thick for uar plu,ure. Jade Is
au the liUie things that make condoms less than

so sheer you -can hardly feel it. Yet because ll is madt! M

IM vuy ltnest latu under strict governmenl star.dards,
Jalfe rs o15 reliable as any condom )'Oil un buy,
TWO: Cheap lubricants ha~l!! an unpleasant 'medicinal smell.
Jade IS specially tubrlea!ed with AE66 slltcbne "love oil"

which 15 odorless and won'l evapctale. lhl$ makes Jade
e-a~let to pul on and glvu much greater sensitivity,
THREE: Ordinary condoms come In a cold clfnlcal pack,
lade comes In '3 lastefufly·deslgned sort VIall d. It'S :t;ensuld
not Clinical.
fOUR= Jade $1leallls are pale green wllich apart from being
the calor of milscullne energy, ma~es them readily visible.
Sa you don·t hive to worry l they're on properly.
Filii:': )ade even elfmlnates the ilwltward problem of what
to do alter. Each sheath comes with Its own self·seal plas!le
envelope for neal, esthetic disposal.
SO I! you hale to use condoms, mall the eouoon and have
the pleasure of felting Ja'de, the very un-ordlnary c:ontu•
cephve. change y,our mind. It will be sent With our Illustrated
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The Label Shoppe Ltd.
.-he only store of its kind in New Mexico
Micnelob and Budweiser Label merchandise

7S~~~Jn.it·~:~~;;~;;
~~~"ll~c~l~in11b~::·c~Ael Hill, H.c. 21514
Ph•i!SI' <;,t•fhl
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Prescriptions filled
Lenses repla

The Wolfpups hit only 30.7%
from the field on their way to only
their second loss of the season
against seven wins.

Budweisere
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driving all Saturday night to get
home after the tournament. "I was
real disappointed."
The tournament was won by the
BYU Cougars who seem to be the
main obstacle in UNM's bid for a
WAC championship. Although
BYU was favored for the tourney.
the Lobos were expected to finish
in the top four.
The Lobos travel back to
Greeley next Saturday for a dual
match with Northern Colorado,
then return home to face Central
Oklahoma a week from Thursday,

o..~..._c.,

Kundrolll'l

UNM broke its three game losing Slrcak with 1111 eusy 91-68 win
over Jowly. error-prone Wyoming
before a crowd of 14,840 Friday
night at University Arena.
The Cowboys were able to stay
with the Lobos for about nine
minutes nnd in fact built up a
five-point lead ( 12-8) with 13:48
left 1n the half, Wy.'oming was up
14-11 whr.n UNM seemed to
suddenly realize who they were
playing and put in 14 straight
points. Behind Bernard Hardin's II
pnints and Rich Pokorski's 8,
UN M led 42-28 a1 the half.
Wyoming was 0-3 in the conference play going into the Lobo
game, and after losing 68-38 to
UTE I' Saturday night. stay. in the
WAC Basement with an 0-5 mark.
Wyoming's Ron Crowell got in
only ten minutes of' playinll time
because Mark S1tiers acc1dcntly
gave him an elbow in the face in
the opening 20 mintcs. He had
been averuging over 20 points a
contest. In the gunning guard's absence, Stan<lloyer shot more and
led all scorers with 22 points.
Lobo hoopstcrs had problems
shooting again (37,8 in the first
halt) but got 24 more shots than the
Cowboys mainly because of
Wyoming's
errors.
Wyoming
turned the ball over 32 times to
UNM's 17.

Standings

4
4
2
0

49

~.

Hands: Lobo forward Mark Saiors rips a rebound away
from CSU's Torry Larrow in first half action at tho Arona
Saturday night.
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Grapplers Finish 8th
By DEL JONES
In what wrestling coach Ron
Jacobsen termed their first major
tournament of the year the Lobo
wrestlers came in a disappointing
eighth place out of 16 teams. t~e
two-day tourney was the Mountam
Intercollegiate in Greeley, Colo.
The only two Lobo wrestlers to
even place were Dave Romero
{126) and Frank Gilpin (I 34). Romero finished fourth after losing in
a mandatory overtime match to Ed
Maisey of WAC foe Brigham
Young, In tournament play if the
two wrestlers end regulallon t1me
in a. deadlock they must then
wrestle three one minute periods to
determine a winner.
Frank Gilpin also finished
fourth after being decisioned by
Wyoming's Brad Warrick.
Milton Seals, UN M's super
heavyweight, was stunned by Mark
Bittuck of Boise State. They were
tied 0-0 after regulation time and
by the same score after the three
minute overtime. It was then up to
the referee to determine the victor
and the decision went to Bittuck.
The loss was only the second of the
season for Seals against IS wins.
"We wrestled terrible." said a
tired coach Ron Jacobsen after
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rob pta

lt~n

7-13
4-9

GB

Tolnls
39-8G
13-1'7 DO
91
Field Goal Percentages: Wyoming 45.8
first half. 46.7 gnme: UNM 37.8 first half.
45.3 game.
Turnovet3: Wromlng 32, UNM 17.

I·

91-68 Victory

"I knew 1 had more or the load
to carry." said guard G abe Nava .
who led all scorers with 19 points.
"! said. 'look. those guvs who give
us points arcn 't here so I have to
take the she1ts when I can.' It
wasn't like I was hogging the ball,
though: I passed up shots too."
"We probably had a bcllcr alli·
tude tonight than anytime this
year." Pat King said. "We knew we
had to work twice as hard because
our top two scorers and rebounders
were out. We didn't have the shoot·
ing or the board strength. We had
to beat them with defense,"

WYO-UNM'• BOX

Hover

UNM

"But five or ten years is too short a time for mass
education, or even to turn on one middle-aged
person. The people in power are usually 40 or SO, and
the people I'm teaching are 20. They won't be
politicalfy effective for maybe twenty years. I don't
see how the problem can be solved democratically.
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"There was a lot more spirit on
the club," big Paul continued, "It
was both positive and negative. We
knew we would be playing without
our top starters but we also knew
we had to make up for it."

Salimi
Hnrdln
Nava
King
Patterson
Pokoraki
Tappert

"This is where I am now: I believe in an elite
societv-Nietzsche, Fascism. r think I'm part of the
elite that sees what must be done. That atlltude scares
me. I resent the AEC and associates for putting me in
the position where I have to play that game.

The above interview is a year old. Now there are 38
reactors instead of 30: they provide live per cent of
the electricity in the United States.
When I saw Hyder last week he had just finished
·talking to a Public Service Company of New Mexico
board member about reactor electricity the company
is contracting to buy from installations the AEC is
building in Phoenix.
"I haven't heard that there are any dangers with
nuclear power," the board ntember said. He listened
to Hyder and promised to think about it. "But I can't
just go into the board meeting and s>ty 'slop everything,' " he explained.
I guess he can't. Hyder knows he won't.

z"'
"",."

Team
Totals

"Ten years from now I'll be here. I've got to live
until 1986 at least. That's when Haley's Comet is
coming. That will be really great.

"Maybe we -can make nuclear power safe, Maybe
fusion power is possible. We don't know. But with a
I 00-year cushion we can find out. There is enough
research to fill that century. and in the end we can
develop a safe power source,"

UNM overcame the CSU 2-3
...:! 7.<>ne defense, a 27 per cent shoot~ ing performance in the first halt:
~
and the absence or two starters and
~
one reserve to hand the Rams their
8
conference loss, 54-49
'K second
Saturday night at the Arena.
:;;"
It was the Lobos' second victory
ll: in two nights and pushed them
back over the .500 mark in WAC
play. 4,3, On. the season, Norm
Ellenberger's squad is 14-3. CSU is
~
now
3-2 and 9-7.
~
Just before gamelime, Ellenberger announced that Bernard
Hardin (top scorer 011 the team),
Bill Hagins (top rebounder on the
team), and Bruce Battle had been
given an indefinite suspension for
training violations (breaking curlew and perhaps more), What did
the bleachering (they could'! sit on
the bench) of those three key
players mean to the other guys?
"Well, for one thing, it meant I
started." 7-3 backup center Puul
Krue said after the game.
Kruse put in four points and had
three reounds in his first start on
the collegiate level.

11

Nuclear power is just one glaring example, Hyder
said, of a technological ineptness that is going to
develop into "a doomsday machine. One day there is
going to be a disaster. I don't want to have to say 'I
told you so.' "

•

Depleted Pack Tops CSU
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could have annua explosions."
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Rntl'll: 10(', 1>er word, $1.!l0 minimum.
Tl'l'ms: Pnymcnt rnuaL be mndo In full
prior to Jnacrtlon or ndvertlaemcnt.
Where: Journnl.IHm Bul!ding, Room 205,
1)

PEH.SONALS

•e---. - - - - DACK YDA.

-·-~-~-.-~·

WET..COME
'(mT AWAY: London, y'~cn-1-cc-·,-P-a_r_ls-,-e-ls-e·
where. r..ellVe Albuquen,ue June 12, re.
turn July 4. $1lDii,OO all ( most) expenses.
_Cull E<l, 277-3883,·-··
___ _2/~
PO;E'fRY HEADING-This Saturday eve,1
7 .:30 l>y Allen Cohen formerly editor ot
Stnl l•'rcmoiBco Ora(llo, Dollnr donutlon,
come und enjoy, Open Mind Dookstcrc,
_ 301~ ,centrnl BE. (across Lobo..Th~atre).
PHOTOGRAPHY
COURSE
forming.
Tnught by nrt-orlented, profcaaional.
One three-hour lecture weeldy, individual
dnrltroom Instruction. Heavy Practice In
excellent dnrkroom ncar UNM. Discussions, critiques, lleld trips, Limited to
eight very aerlo\18 Pcrnons, beginners or
intermedlnte. Stnrtlnll around Feb. 1st.
Filla fnRt, so reserve a place now. De·
-~~flllll:. 2115-2444.1/3!
CO'NVERSATIONAL FRENCH clnssCB,
_'l~~~':lnJ!• 242·33~7·
1/20
WANTED, one bedroom ho\lllc in north or
aouth vnlloy. Wanted from May thru
Aug. only. 2Q8-GG28 or 277·4002 nsk !or
David.
J & R SUDS, 7111 San Mnteo NE, 2B2·
0204, Formerly the SUD Dnse. 32 var•
lctll!fl of uubmurlno annclwichcs. Open
10·0 Mon,-Sat. Free CoJ<o or colfec with
nny sandwich with n copy of thla nd.
1/28
LONELINESS Ia n solemn thl;r:-c;:;n
AGORA 277·3018 or come by NW corner
or M<>an. VHn. We'll try to make life a
JltUe c~sler.
2fl
AGORA Ia n student to 11t\l(lcnt criRis cen•
tcr. It you lil~e people nnd nrc willing to
learn n lot nbout yourself, come to our
spring trnlnlng arnslon, Wcdnesda Feb.
G, Edu~ntlon 104, 7:30 p.m.
2/1
OUR MONEY mal<cs your l!lena renllty:
every cr•catlon considered: bc(orc 8 Jl,m,
2G8·80G3,
1/20
DELICIOUS FOOD - -reMoni1bly p;lced:
12:00-1:16, Mon.-Fri.: Canterbury Chnp~21i Universl~N.E.
trn
l'REGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
h11VC friends who care ut Birthright.
247·!l811l,
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo. Apply In Person ut the Lobo, room
168 of Sttrdent Publications.
~)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Mnn'a wntch before Xmns nt
Comll\ltlng Center. Cull 4G4G, D~rb~
FOUND: Mnn'n wnllet, nenr Geology blclg,
-L<'nnilro Chavez-Cinlm Rm. 201i, Jour·
nnllsm.
LOST: $217.00 between Cnshler nnd
Glrnrcl-Centrnl. Friend, I need it badly.
Pnul, 7GB5418.
l/20
ltEW ARD: Femnle puppy golden setter
mix. Lost near Glrurd Northeast wear•
lng bcudcd collnr. 243-3G18 day, 21i6·941iG
n~~

~0

..""FOUND: HANO Anthro. textbook. Cnll
877-3148 n!ter 6.

3)

SERVICES

liYP~OSIS:

A scientific men tnt technique

lor study-Improvement, confidence, and

control. For n free lnformntlve brochure
write or cnll: Center for Hypnosis,
Lomns Medlen! Office Plnzn, Suite 210,
10701 Lomns N.E., Albuquerque, N.l\1,
87112. 292-0370.
1/28
IMAGES-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap.
plication photogrnphs. Close, (Iuick, sane.
2312-A Central SE. Dehlnd Duttcr(lclds.
266-0957.
5/3

3)

or b11 mall

ClMallicd Advertlalmt
UNM P.O. Box 20
AlbUCIUillQU!,!, N.M. 87131

SERVICES·
-~--~--

'rHE llEU..Y DANCE CEN'rER, A lew
p)ncl's nvnllublc In our aprlmc classes
~~nrllnll' Feb. ll/6 nt the orhdnal belly
dunce studio in Albu(Jucr!JUe, !~rom mnny
ycurs' clCpcrlencc dancing and teaching,
we have created n method of Instruction
wnlch Ia thorough In basic t<:chn!nue llnc\
nlso seck11 to develop the unique dnnce
Intent In you. We provide the moot experienced, pro!CBillonul, personal Instruction nvnllab)e. lll.I.ZAIIETII, 345-4021 1/31
'fYPING DONE FAST-IBM Selcetrl;,
-· $.60 per pngc, 897·0990. _
·-,_1/28
FARMER'S INSURANCE GROUP -fire,
nmter's, nuto, commerclul, lite. Call Joe
Allen, 2!l2·0ii11,
1/29
..... -M/\'rJ-I 'fUTORING by grnd student. Cal·
culua, linear algcbrn, etc. 242-667l.- 1/28
'rV's{ stereos, racllos repaired, Flnt rates,

- ------

_£n !.26!-,~1~0.

~/2~

WA'fCH REPAIR, reduced rnte UNM
Students. All work guarnntccd. 296·7330.
2/4
J,FJGAJ.. SERVICES, UNM Law School
Cllnlcul Program ol!ers le~enl services
for students ami stuff. Furn !shed by
quniiOed law ~tudents pndcr faculty BU•
pervlalon. Avnllnblllty limited to those
whose lll!seta nnd Income do not exeeed
eatnbliebed guidelines. liO¢ registration
fcc. Cull 277-2013 or 277-3604 Cor. In·
!ormutlon nn(! appointments. Sponsored
by Assoc;lnted Students of UNM.
tfn
-""",..
o•
---·PASSPORT, lOFJN'riFJCATION photoo,
I,owcst prices In town, fnst, plenslng,
l'lcnr U'NM. Cnll 266-2444 or come to
1717 Glrnrd N.E.

---------------------------

41

UNM To Exchange
Business Professors

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

FOR RENT

ROOMMA'rE WANTED: $57.60 utilities
Included, rccrcntlon fncllltles, pool. 346_1,?_!!7 ..r;vcnlnga.
1/29
SE-'l'WO·DDRM APT. UnCurnlshcd. No
lense, pcts-ulnglcs Wl!lcome, Neur UNM,
$141l. 266·1388.
1/20
NEW DELUXg STUDIOS totally secure
bldg. lll'ntctl pool, laundry, bar·b·q'a.
Ncar UNM, $121i mo. Also weekly rntcs.
'fhe Gallery Studios, 520 Ortiz SE. 2083610.
1/30
ROOMMA'l'E NEFJDED to ahnrc two-bedroom npt. Cnll Pnul, 277-2G02, 1:00-4:00.
2/1
SE 2·llllrm upt. No lcnSl!, pets-singles
welcome. Ncnr UNM, $141i. 265·1388.
1/20
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. $74
per month. Close to UNM. 2.66·2289.
1/29
NEW APTS !urnlahed & unfurnished,
$123·$169, 132G Wellesley Dr. SE. 266·
- 8083.
1/81
NEW APARTMENTS furnished, $140. Deposit, $100. One bdrm., $169, Deposit,
$100, 1321i Wellesley Dr., SE. 266·8083.
1/81
ROOM IN liOUSE ln SW Valley. De!nutl!ul ynrd, $70 month, 873·0217.
1/81
UNFURNISHED ROOM In 3-bdrm house,
$66 mo. 2504 Madeira NE, 268·0130.
WANTED: ROOMMATE to share duplex
ncar UNM $65 mo. 1407 Copper, 2478111.
1/28
ONE DDRM furnished. For couple or on;
single. 324 Penn. NE. $120, 6·month
tense nnu deposit. 242-2211.
t!n
BOSQUE PLAZA APARTMEN'rS. Adobe
Stylc-1 & 2 Dds, Furn. & Unfurn.•
Utilities Included. Pool, t:rM bnrbcque,
lnrgc balconies, sauna, ref. nlr, 10 mln.
from UNM. Wnterbcds permitted. From
$1GO.OO. 8201 Marquette NE-266-6071.
Students & professors welcome Ill

UN M and a Mexican school will
5) FOR SALE
exchange business professors this
'04 CHEVY PICK-UP, 283, short, wide semester as part of UN M's emphabed, good condition, reserve tank, 843·
sis on international management.
7562 after 5.
Dr. Robert Len berg of the UN M
NORWEGIAN ELKHOUND PUPPIES
AKC ahota Champion line, 1024 MaJor. School of Business and Adminis766-580D,
2/10
trative Sciences, Coordinator of the
SCHWINN CONTINENTAL. Good condl.
exchange
program. said the school
tlon-$60. 761i-551i3 utter 6:00 pm,
-.
.
-··--·-- is developing an international
1065 CHEVY PICKlUP, $260 or make
_o~~T· 8D8-6.637, Kc~P._tfY,In~.
1/31 management program with emphaMANDO tO-SPEED for nale, $75. Like sis on Latin America, and the goal
new. C~}l 344-2269.
1/~~
is to provide "a program relevant
1062 CHEVROLET TRUCK. excellent, to the needs of minorities, particuAlso Volvo 122S, tor parts, 248-6073.
1/31 larly Spanish speakers."
--~---------------HEWLETT
PACKARJ) H/P 35 scientific
Augustine Apodaca. who taught
calculator, $296, Holman's, Inc. 2Gii·7981.
in
the fall semester at the business
401 Wyoming Dlvd, NE,
1/81
school,
will spend next semester in
AKC registered Grent Dnnc pups: Fnwn,
-~--·~~-

--.~---

~ent "2nsk~:_,£all 84~!071•

1/30
I HAYE DOZENS OF USED nOOKS to
_!Ct rid of. Gayle, 2Gii-4004,
2/6
F'OUR-CHANNEL pevey PA system, series
300, $66(), wlll ba.rgaln, 344-6021. 1/30
VESPA & LAMDRETTA motor scooters,
100 MPG, Tranenortntlon Sy8tcms, Ltd.,
7601 2nd St. NW. 898-0633.
2/6
WATER BEDS. Wntcr bed system for
_!O~;_D~:_!'(~~~ips, 26~-8455.
2/4
FIREWOOD & COAL - Palo Duro Wood·
yard, UNM ntudent. 242-8170.
2/28
36mm CANON FTQL, $100: Spnnlsh Clnsolcnl guitnr, $60. Leaving country, 266·
4667.
1/28
WHILE THEY LAST. Dnck issul!fl o! the
Dnlly Lobo nrc sold for 10¢ ench In Student Publications Business Office room
206, Journalism Building.
30 PORTAnLE TV's. $24 to $60. 441
Wyoming NE. 21i5-fl087.
2/21
Ci)

EMPLOYMENT

ALASKA Is booming thls yenr 1 Approved
handbook, "JOnS IN ALASKA," covera
nil occupntlons. Including pipeline. 1974
<'dltlon, S3.00, from JOBS IN ALASKA,
Dox 1666, Anchorage 99610, n licensed
1/31
,..!mp)oymcnt ngency,
PART-TIME JOD. Mll8t bo over 21 YCIU'II
old. Apply In pcrson-graduntc students
only. SnveWnv Liquor Store, 6716
Menaul NE.
1/31

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

TliUNDERCIRD MAGAZINE Is tnk!ng
submissions for the next Issue. Dring
them to room 206 Journalism.

Ne\N IVIexico
D.aily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
I Oc per word, $1.00 minim urn charge

~_,..____

Seeing is Believing
(continued {rom page 5)

belting it out at a volume I0 times
greater.
She did most of her hits, the
country heartbreak variety, beginning with "Colorado.'' running
through "Love Has No Pride" and
"Break My Mind," and finishing
with probably her biggest one ever,
the classic "Silver Threads and
Golden Needles." She also deserved and was brought back for an
encore. and like Browne she made
it a rocker-..You're No Good"
-that showed her band possl!ssed
more than they had shown the rest
of the even in g.
Although Linda Ronstadt's performance was as excellent as J
expected, I'm less enthusiastic
about her now because of her onstage silliness. Jackson Browne, on
the other hand, proved to be extremely personable and intelligent.
The fine blend of skills 'these two
performers brought to Popejoy
Hall resulted in a superbly entertaining evening.

IT_....,..

The Oireclon Company presents
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DO YOU NEED
CASH?
• Earn $10 aweek
donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLASMA
DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday -

Saturday

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991

Ple.KTteM

ALBUQUERQUf
1307 CENTRAL NE

Want Ads say it
in. a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily lobo
times beginning .

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,

Puebla. Mexico, at the Universidad
de las Americas. Leonardo Cardenas of the Mexican school will
come to UNM.
The pilot exchange rrogram is
financed with a federa grant ad·
ministered through the UN M Latin
American C'enter. Lenberg said.
Administrators of four other
Mexican institutions have indicated
interest in exchange programs with
lJ:NM, he said. The schools hope to
swap sludents as well as professors.
Lenberg said.
In addition, the director of the
Center for Inter-American Business Studies at the Universidad de
las Americas, Dr. Gerrit DeVos,
will be at UNM Dec. 31 to Jan 3
for conferences about the exchange
progn1m.
Dr. Len berg will lecture on advanced management at the .Institut
Superieur de Oestion in Paris.

:;?
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under the heading (circle one): 1. Personols;

• & Found; 3. Services; 4. for Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.

6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
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UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexic.o 87106
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